
coleherbals
Affiliate News

My name is Linda Langenbacher. I am the owner and CEO of coleherbals.com and Dr.
Cole’s Herbal Remedies. I am sending you this email because you have signed up to
become one of our Affiliates. 

 I want to personally THANK YOU for offering to help us spread the word about the
wonderful products that Dr. Janell Cole formulated, tested on her patients, and sold for
twenty years. For those of you that may not know, Dr. Cole passed away suddenly in April of
2019, leaving me to carry on with the business.

Besides being kindred spirits, and sharing many similar goals, my experience and
knowledge as an Amazon Seller was what initially brought us together and culminated in
our forming a partnership. We created the brand, “Dr. Cole’s Herbal Remedies” on Amazon
so as not to interfere with Janell’s Mobu Herbals brand that she had created back in 2006.
The rest is history.

Brenda Deming, who worked with the Mobu Herbal Affiliates before Janell left us, has been
kind enough to fill me in on some of the back history of Mobu Herbals and how that
business model was working before it shut down. As it turns out, Brenda is quite
experienced at training and managing Affiliates. She also has a very deep understanding
about each and every one of Dr. Cole’s products.

Because of her past experience with Dr. Cole, I decided to bring Brenda on as the Affiliate
Manager. Her goal is to motivate, train, and assist you to become a successful coleherbals
Affiliate.

coleherbals has two classes of Affiliates.  

If you are curious to know what they are, click here.

If you are still interested in being an Affiliate for coleherbals, and have any questions,
contact Brenda at <mobuherbalsshop@gmail.com>. 

She would love to hear from you!

Sincerely,

Linda Langenbacher
coleherbals CEO

http://coleherbals.com/?_kx=
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=A47R2MIOLNVCJ&marketplaceID=ATVPDKIKX0DER&_kx=
https://coleherbals.com/pages/affilate-information?_kx=



